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CONTACT DETAILS

Contact Person 

Mr. Shaji Sebastian
Ms. Mehja Salahudeen -  +971 50 6536823
Ms. Shabin Saad Baakza -  +971 50 6536856

Telephone

+971 4 3307867

Fax

+971 4 3397931

P. O. Box

48290 Dubai, UAE

Email 

freeman9@eim.ae | freeman.contracting@gmail.com

Website

http://freeman.co.in/

LOCATION MAP

COMPANY LOGO

COMPANY NAME

CATEGORY  |  INTERIOR DESIGN & DECORATIONS

FREEMAN MAINTENANCE & CONTRACTING LLC

COMPANY PROFILE

COMPANY PRODUCTS / SERVICES

Jafz Community

For more information, visit www.jd.ae

The Freeman Group was established in UAE in 2000 has been quick to rise and shine in this 
competitive market that thrives on professional, honest and most importantly punctual service 
providers and innovative solution / option providing enthusiasts.

Under the esteemed experience and determination of the entrepreneur Mr. Shaji Sebastian, along 
with a dedicated team, who did not take failure for an answer to any problem that stood in the way 
of Freeman's success, was laid the building block of this multifaceted venture.

With over 20 years of experience in the same �eld, and the market support and trust that was built, 
as a by product, of providing medium range projects, consistently in the past and the picture-
perfect-relation maintained with the subcontractors, Freeman was destined to achieve the status 
it has, in the UAE, today.

Converting unconceivable dreams, to reality and reality to, a livable fantasy with its beauty, is what 
Freeman believes, during its journey, of reaching for the stars.

STEEL
Storage mezzanine

     Steel fabricated
     Rack supported

O�ce mezzanine
Sheds (open and closed)
Staircase Fabrication section

RACKING OR SHELVING GYPSUM WALLS
& PARTITIONS

FLOORING
Parquet + MDF skirting
Carpet + MDF / PVC skirting
Ceramic + ceramic skirting
Floor epoxy paint + epoxy skirting
PVC roll �ooring + PVC strip skirting

COVERED CAR SHADES

CEILING
Plain gypsum ceiling
60x60 laminated gypsum ceiling
Cornish at ceiling edging
Decorative bulkhead ceiling
Domes and woodwork in plain 
gypsum ceiling
Aluminium tiles ceiling
Aluminium strip ceiling
Dock slab ceiling

PAVING OF
INTERLOCKING TILES

*We undertake Jafza Approval, AMC 
including AC, Civil, Electrical and 

Plumbing

DOORS & WINDOWS
Wooden doors @ Freeman wooden 
carpentry section
Aluminium doors @ Freeman 
aluminum and glass section.
Glass doors with sandblast design 
or company logos @ Freeman 
aluminum and glass section.

LIGHTING
& AIR CONDITIONING

Lighting Jobs
Air conditioning jobs
Fire and safety jobs

MASONRY JOBS
Block Wall


